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A Long-Range Aerial Acoustic Communication
Scheme

Liming Shi , Xinheng Wang , Limin Yu , Wenwu Wang , Zhi Wang , Muddesar Iqbal , Charalampos C.
Tsimenidis , and Shahid Mumtaz

Abstract—The effective communications range for aerial
acoustic communication in indoor environment is a critical
challenge for applications on smartphones. An inaudible acoustic
communication system on Android phones that breaks the range
limit is proposed in this paper, owing to an innovative design
of the receiver by considering the time-frequency features of
the received signals, using a fractional Fourier transform and
2-D mask filter to denoise the signals, and a hard detection
and a soft detection approach to detect the symbols so as
to tackle the severe multipath and Doppler effects in large
indoor environments. Onsite test results show that an error-free
communication distance of 70 m can be achieved at 20 bps, and
the estimated maximum communication range could reach at
least 85 m.

Index Terms—indoor long-range aerial acoustic communica-
tions, smartphone platform, chirp spread spectrum, fractional
Fourier transform denoising, multipath delay spread.

I. INTRODUCTION

AERIAL acoustic communication (AAC) systems deliver
information by transmitting the modulated acoustic wave

from the speaker to the microphone in the aerial medium. AAC
systems have been extensively developed in recent years [1]–
[10]; however, the communication range is still a challenge
for applications in large indoor environments. For example,
acoustic indoor localization requires wireless communications
to exchange ID information packets (8 payload bits + 3
redundant bits) with updating frequency of 1 Hz between the
users and base stations [11], [12], where a throughput of 11 bps
is enough for it. Meanwhile, the longer communication range
means that the localization system can cover a larger area,
which can geometrically reduce the cost of laying out base
stations in large indoor scenarios, such as airport lounges. Due
to the limitation of effective communication distance, other
applications based on correct detection of acoustic signals,
such as human motion recognition and object detection [13]–
[18] are also affected. There is a strong need to improve the
communication distance for the purposes of both communica-
tions and also acoustic applications.

As a supplement to electromagnetic (EM) wireless commu-
nications, AAC can overcome the weakness of EM shielding
in particular scenarios due to the physical nature of the
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mechanical wave. Although various acoustic communication
methods have been developed for indoor applications, the
transmission distance is still a challenge owing to the com-
plexity of the indoor environment. The complexity of the
environment and the low speed of sound waves cause multi-
path reverberation and Doppler shift. Previous research from
various researchers demonstrated the difficulty of developing
long-distance acoustic communications. The multichannel ul-
trasonic communications using amplitude shift keying (ASK)
achieved a 10 m error-free range in [19]. The application
of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) plus
ASK [6] or phase shift keying (PSK) [4] reached 10 m and 4
m, respectively. The maximum attainable distance in [20] was
20 m. The work in [3] achieved a 26.4 bps bit rate at 35m
with a bit error rate (BER) at around 10%. Application of chirp
spread spectrum (CSS) modulation in [8] reached a near error-
free communication range of 25 m with a bit rate of 16 bps.
An improved robust chirp spread spectrum modulation was
proposed in [10], which reached an error-free communication
range of 20 m with a bit rate of 125 bps. Currently, the existing
studies on AAC are not suitable for our target scenarios.

Smartphones have become popular commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) products for individuals, meanwhile, the embedded
micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) microphones and
speakers are also the fundamental electronic components on
smartphones, where both of them enable the smartphone
to play a role as a mature platform for AAC technology.
Owing to the variation of MEMS hardware and operating
systems among COTS products, the sampling rate-dependent
maximum bandwidth is varying from device to device. Cur-
rently, two main-stream audio sampling rates for Android and
iOS phones are 48 kHz and 44.1 kHz, respectively, which
defines the maximum bandwidth of AAC to be less than 22
kHz according to the Nyquist sampling theorem [21]. Based
on human intuition, the frequency band under 22 kHz is
divided into the inaudible band that is above 18 kHz and
the audible band that is below 18 kHz. In audible band,
AAC is further divided into “melodic” band which can be
noticed by people, and “hidden” band where the used band
is hidden by the background “noise” and will not be noticed.
The “melodic” communications such as [2] uses frequency
modulation to modulate the signal to sound like melody, but
this method cannot reach a long transmission range because
its frequency band overlaps with the frequency band of natural
noise. For another modulation method on the audible band, the
modulation on the “hidden” band inserts the modulated signal
into the playing audio, where the power spectral density of the
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modulated signal is adaptive at a low level which is slightly
higher than that of the background audio [3]–[6]. Therefore,
the insertion of modulated signal cannot be noticed by people
but is detectable by the modulator. In terms of modulation
on inaudible frequency band, these AAC systems use the
ultrasonic or near-ultrasonic wave that is inaudible to most
people [8]–[10].

Although AAC on smartphones is implemented successfully
[5], [7], [9], [22], same challenge of short communication
distance still remains. In previous research, most researchers
realize AAC on smartphone platforms within the distance of
10m, while the maximum attainable communication distance
is 25 m in the indoor environment [8].

In order to reduce the negative impact of multipath delay
spread, the designed receiver in this paper demodulates the
CSS signal based on the time-frequency feature of the signal.
The feature is observed to be independent with distance
change, and robust to the multipath delay spread and transient
Doppler spread interference. In addition, inspired by estimat-
ing the chirp rate on radar systems [23], [24], a denoising
method using fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) is proposed
in this paper. Another innovative approach in the design of
the receiver is demodulation. Instead of using correlators, a
new method to demodulate the symbols by estimating the
chirp rate is proposed. By implementing these approaches, the
transmission distance can reach 70 m with a BER less than
10−4, which is significantly longer than the distance reported
in previous research. This will enable smartphones to support
applications in large indoor environments.

Apart from these three key techniques proposed in this
paper, two decoding schemes are proposed to balance the
requirements between error correlation and transmission ef-
ficiency. All these measures ensure a long-distance and error-
free AAC. In summary, the following contributions are made
in this paper:

• Time-frequency feature is considered in denoising and
demodulating the CSS signals on the receiver. The de-
signed signal is modulated by the chirp rate. The receiver
deconstructs and reconstructs CSS signals through frac-
tional Fourier transform, and applies a window-shifted
bandpass filter to reduce the non-linear time-frequency
featured noise owing to the distortion by multipath delay
spread and Doppler spread. The designed receiver demod-
ulates the signal by applying chirp rate estimation, which
exhibits better performance than those using conventional
correlator demodulators.

• Inspired by the chirp rate estimation in radar systems,
an FrFT denoising method is designed and implemented
on the receiver. In the tests, the acoustic communication
system can achieve 70 m error-free communications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work
is introduced in Section II. The design of the whole system is
presented in Section III. The experiments, results analysis, and
performance evaluation are presented in Section IV. Finally,
the work is concluded in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

AAC for audio-enabled devices have been studied for over
20 years. To the best of our knowledge, the first related
research was presented in [1]. In [1], three AAC protocols
were proposed which enabled a maximum data rate of up to
3.4 kbps at a distance of 1 m. The proposed system adopted
variants of frequency shift key and amplitude modulation in its
two-frequency modulated protocol (audible band), ultrasonic-
frequency modulated protocol (inaudible band), and spread-
spectrum modulated protocol (wide band covering audible and
inaudible band). Because the system in [1] did not consider
countermeasures against multipath fading, the given waveform
had been already significantly distorted at 1 meter which
affected demodulation. In the research of audible band AAC,
“hidden” band is a hot topic of AAC that uses audible fre-
quency band but insensible to human beings [3]–[5]. Research
in [4] and [5] both adopted OFDM plus PSK or ASK as the
modulation scheme. In [4], information was hidden behind
music by replacing the high-frequency part of the original
audio with the modulated signal. The communication scheme
achieved a 4-meter communication range with a data rate of
900 bps and an error rate of approximately 0.1. The Dolphin
system was proposed in [5]. Different from research in [4]
that cut the original audio, the Dolphin system added ASK-
modulated information at the frequency band which has a
minimal effect on the original audio. The Dolphin system
achieved a 1-meter communication range with a data rate
of 500 bps and an error rate of approximately 0.05. In the
research of inaudible band AAC for audio-enabled devices,
the realization of long-range AAC is the common target
for research in [8], [9]. In [8], the chirp signal was first
introduced as the base signal in AAC. The work adopted
binary orthogonal keying (BOK) and reached a maximum
communication range of 25 m with a data rate of 16 bps and
an error rate of approximately 0.03. The work in [9] adopted
quaternary orthogonal keying (QOK) based on BOK.

Another strategy to extend the communication range is the
implementation of relay networks. In [3], the idea of an ad-
hoc relay architecture was implemented to improve spatial gain
through collaborative acoustic communications among multi-
ple smartphones. A relay-based mesh architecture was adopted
in [25], and it demonstrated the benefits of spatial gain through
collaborative communication under non-line-of-sight (NLOS)
scenarios. However, the multiple-hop architecture increases the
costs of deploying more devices and the complexity of the
system.

The aforementioned research has a few limitations. The
studies of AAC in an audio-band [1], [3]–[5] are not suitable
for long-range communication scenarios. In addition to the
reason mentioned above that the modulated signal in the
audible-band overlaps with the noisy band of ambient noise,
the audible sound may become annoying noise, especially
in long-range scenarios where high transmission power is
required. Research in [8], [9] remains limitations to adapting
the multipath fading channel in the further distance. Both
BOK [8] and QOK [9] adopted conventional CSS modem
that uses correlators to calculate and compare the cross-
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correlation between symbols. However, the designs of their
equalizer or denoising filter and their symbol decider is not
robust enough to handle time-variant phase noise caused by the
multipath fading. Phase noise can cause a significant distortion
to the result of demodulation based on the correlator, which
prominently reduces the peak value in autocorrelation and
results in equivocation, especially in low SNR scenarios in
the long range communications.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

Details of the whole AAC system are described in this
section, where the key techniques in designing the receiver
are described.

A. Transmitter

Fig. 1 displays the schematic design of the transmitter.
Firstly, the message is coded by convolutional coding and is
rearranged by an interleaver. Secondly, the data bits are modu-
lated depending on the chirp rate. Thirdly, the CSS-modulated
signal is multiplied by the carrier signal and passed through a
bandpass filter to prevent frequency leakage. Technical details
of the waveform and coding are described below:

1) Modulation and Waveform: Indoor acoustic communi-
cations are inevitably affected by the multipath effect and
mobility that lead to a fast-fading channel. The multipath effect
generally arisen from the physical nature of wave propagation
where reflection, refraction, and scattering result in the source-
to-destination paths that are difficult to enumerate. The number
of the maximum reflection times is limited by the energy
loss factors, e.g. reflection loss, and atmospheric attenuation,
which are dependent on the structure and size of the room.
The phenomenon of reverberation is highly associated with the
multipath effect, especially the reflection. In addition, audible
noise is also a sensitive issue, in order to avoid frequency
leakage at the low-frequency band, chirp signal is chosen
to be the base spread signal. Therefore, a chirp modulation
is adopted in this paper. The function of the adopted chirp
waveform s(t) is given as (1):

s(t) =

{
sin(2πfct+ µπ(−1)ct2) ,∀t ∈ −T

2 ≤ t ≤ T
2

0 , otherwise
(1)

where fc denotes the carrier frequency, µ represents the chirp
rate that defines how fast the frequency changes with time, T
is the symbol duration in time, and c is the control parameter
of modulation that defines the chirp rate. A rational frequency
band for the modulated signal is between 18 kHz and 22 kHz,
where 18 kHz is the limit of hearing for most people [8] and
22 kHz is the upper bound when 44.1 kHz sampling rate is
adopted.

2) Convolutional Coding: Convolutional coding is a for-
ward error correction coding (FEC) method that promotes er-
ror correction capacity. It is typically applied in non-feedback
communication scenarios, e.g., satellite-to-ground communi-
cations [26]. Based on the trade-off between channel gain,
coding rate, and decoding complexity [27], a code rate of 1/2
with the convolution length of 3 is adopted in the transmitter.

For an input binary bit X , the convolutional coding obtains a
dual bit output Y1,2.

Y1,2 = LSB⌈X ∗ C1,2⌋2, (2)

where LSB means the calculation only considers the least
significant bit of the convolution result, symbol ∗ denotes
the operator of the convolution, ⌈·⌋2 represents the oper-
ation of binary conversion, C1,2 represents the used two
convolutional codes corresponding to the dual bit outputs
Y1,2 that are [1, 0, 1] and [1, 1, 1], respectively. The usage
of convolutional coding is assisted with an algorithm-defined
random interleaver. After the encoding of convolutional code,
the interleaver reorders the sequence with an input of a random
seed. The seed is required by the receiver in advance to use
it as the authentication in decoding the received signal.

B. Receiver
A brief block diagram is depicted in Fig. 2. The designed

receiver consists of five components, which function as signal
acquisition, signal denoising, signal synchronization, demodu-
lation, and symbol decision. The function of signal acquisition
is achieved by calling the sound recording application in the
smartphone’s operating system. The sound is acquired by a
48 kHz sampling rate and is encoded and saved as a ‘.wav’
sound file. The details of other components are described in
the following subsections:

1) Fractional Fourier denoising and Signal Synchroniza-
tion: In the time-frequency domain, the power density pattern
of a linear chirp exhibits an inclined narrow bar, while the
slope of the bar is equal to its chirp rate. With regard to
denoising the linear chirp in the time-frequency domain, the
ideal purpose is to reserve the narrow bar and deduct the rest.
Commonly, a spectrogram in the time-frequency domain is
measured by short-term Fourier transform (STFT), where the
frequency resolution can be adjusted by changing the length
of fast Fourier transform (FFT), and the time resolution can
be scaled by setting the overlap rate of the window function.
Fig. 3(a) illustrates the least demand of a passband area of a
linear chirp filter. Through the adaptation of Fourier transforms
length and window overlap rate, the pattern of the filter is
depicted in Fig. 3(a) can be rescaled as that in Fig. 3(b).
It obverses that rescaling can significantly shrink the pass-
band area. However, rescaling is accompanied by an increase
in time-frequency resolution, which means a higher Fourier
transform size and more frequency overlapping, prominently
increasing the amount of computation. Therefore, the proposed
method introduces FrFT [28]. FrFT can rotate the signal to an
appropriate angle, as shown in Fig. 3(c) that FrFT rotates the
signal vertically. Compared with Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(c) shrinks
the passband without increasing resolution, and it even leaves
room for the drop in vertical resolution.

The mathematical expression of continuous fractional
Fourier transform is given in (3)

Fα(ω) = Aα(ω)

∫ ∞

−∞
e−j csc(α)ωt+j

cot(α)t2

2 x(t) dt , (3)

where j =
√
−1 is an imaginary number, ω is the fractional

Fourier domain axis whose counter-clockwise angle with time
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the transmitter.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of receiver system.

(a) 2-D Filtering
in Time Frequency
Domain

(b) Scaling the
Time-Frequency
Domain

313.png

(c) 2-D Filtering
in FrFT Domain

Fig. 3. The least filter area for different transform methods.

axis is α in time-frequency complex domain, where α denotes
the angle that rotates and

Aα(k) =

√
1− j cot(α)

2π
ej cot(α)ω

2/2 (4)

Equation (4) describes the transformation on magnitude.
In digital signal processing, a discrete system has a finite

bandwidth that is defined by a Nyquist rate [21]. The maxi-
mum Android-platform-supported audio sampling rate, FS , is
48 k samples per second. The transformation from continuous
signal s(t) to discrete signal s[n] is presented in (5) where n
should be an integer that denotes sample index, and δ(t) is a
Dirac delta function.

s[n] =

∫ ∞

−∞
δ(t− n

FS
)s(t)dt (5)

In a discrete system, the FrFT for a finite signal sequence
s[n] with length M is expressed in (6), where the rightest
exponential function in (6) is considered as an expression of
linear chirp function c[n] in (8). The linear chirp function c[n]
is also the base function of FrFT.

Fα[k] = Aα(k)

M−1∑
n=0

e
−j csc(α) 2πkn

MFS
+j

cot(α)n2

2FS
2 s[n] , (6)

where

Aα(k) =

√
1− j cot(α)

2π
e

j
2 cot(α)( 2πk

M )2 (7)

c[n] = e
−j csc(α) 2πkn

MFS
+j

cot(α)n2

2FS
2 (8)

Eq. (6) can be simplified as (9), which simplifies the right
component as the convolution between c[n] and time reverse
sequence of s[n].

Fα[k] = A[k]

M−1∑
k=0

c[k]s[k] = A[k]c[n] ∗ s[M − n] (9)

According to the discrete FrFT given in (9), the fractional
Fourier dimension, whose axis is labeled ω in Fig. 4(a), rotates
from the time axis to the angle of the chirp rate of c[n].
The dimension ω analogizes the frequency dimension in the
time-frequency domain, and an added axis named t∗ that is
perpendicular to ω analogizes the time dimension. The linear
chirp in FrFT domain in Fig. 4(b) can be filtered by a shadow
mask. The width of the mask filter is defined by an equivalent
bandwidth in FrFT as (10), where FH and FL are the highest
and lowest frequency of linear chirp, respectively. Tsymbol

denotes symbol period of linear chirp in the time domain.
The period of linear chirp in FrFT domain T ∗

S determines
the shifting step of mask filter, which is a transformation of
symbol period that is expressed in (11).

B = csc(α)(FH − FL) + cot(α) cos(α)FS (10)

TS
∗ = sin(α)Tsymbol (11)

Based on discrete FrFT, the denoising method is designed as
three steps depicted in Fig. 5. The first step slices the received
signal into frames with the size of symbol duration in the time
domain, then the algorithm performs FrFT on each frame by
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(a) discrete fractional Fourier transform

(b) data signal presented in fractional Fourier domain

Fig. 4. De-noising method using discrete fractional Fourier transform.

transforming an angle (±α), corresponding to the chirp rate
of two symbols. The second step applies mask filtering on the
signal in the FrFT domain. In order to mitigate the effect of
inter-symbol interference (ISI), the mask filter is pulsed and
shaped by a root raised cosine window with a roll factor of
0.25. In the final step, the algorithm converts the signal back
to time domain through FrFT with a reverse angle, and merges
the superposition of frames, finally outputs the noise-reduced
signal in the time domain.

2) Signal Synchronization: For the proposed denoising al-
gorithm in the previous section, it is demanding to search
the position of each symbol during the process of framing.
A signal synchronization algorithm is crucial to guarantee the
accuracy of framing. In the proposed work, two fixed-up chirp
signals are used as preamble bits. Through the knowledge of
the initial position of the first preamble bit, the position of the
ith symbol pi can be obtained in (12).

pi = p0 + (i+ 1)(TG + TS),∀i ∈ 1, 2, · · · ,K (12)

where p0 is the position of the first bit in the preamble, K is
the number of total payload bits, and TG and TS denote the
duration of the guard interval and symbol, respectively. Fig. 6
displays the algorithm to search the initial position of the first
preamble bit. Firstly, a queue is created to allow the signal in,
and the signal in the queue is shaped by a window function,
where the window function only allows the passing of two
adjacent bit symbols. Then, the algorithm frames all moments
during the signal passing through the queue and records the
position of the first window. Based on the denoising method
mentioned in the previous section, the algorithm performs
FrFT on each frame and applies the 2-D mask filtering, then
performs inversely FrFT on the filtered result and calculates
the root mean square (RMS). The physical meaning of the
RMS result is the energy of the frame. Finally, through ranking
the energy of each frame, the first found position where the
frame energy is the highest can be considered as the most
likely p0.

3) Demodulation: The linear chirp signal is demodulated
by estimating its chirp rate. For an approximate estimation of
binary chirp modulation, chirp rate estimation can be achieved
by observing the sign of the chirp rate. In the proposed
algorithm, the frequency band of the chirp symbol is divided
into two regions: low-frequency region and high-frequency
region, which are separated by a high pass filter hH [n] and a
low pass filter hL[n], respectively. Preprocessed by denoising
and signal synchronization, the obtained output is a noise-
reduced signal θ[n] with the position of each symbol pi.
The demodulation function with input variables θ[n], pi is
displayed in (13). Table I displays all included parameters.
Because the demodulation calculates the relative energy ratio
instead of the absolute energy ratio, the demodulation is robust
to the frequency selective channel. Considering the symmetry
in the demodulating result of binary symbol, the designed high
pass and low pass filters require to have the same passband,
which is fl = B − fh. In this condition, the coefficient η is
set to fh(TS/B), and the coefficient ϵ is an empirical constant
with a value of 0.05TS . A demodulation example is presented
in Fig. 7. The modulated signal θ[n] is separated into high-
frequency and low-frequency parts by filtering, and then the
energy is calculated. The output result of DM [pi] is obtained
according to (13) and is forwarded to the step of symbol
decision.

DM [pi] = log
E{H[pi : pi + ϵ]}E{L[pi − η : pi − η + ϵ]}
E{L[pi : pi + ϵ]}E{H[pi − η : pi − η + ϵ]}

= log
E{(θ ∗ hH)[pi : pi + ϵ]}E{(θ ∗ hL)[pi − η : pi − η + ϵ]}
E{(θ ∗ hL)[pi : pi + ϵ]}E{(θ ∗ hH)[pi − η : pi − η + ϵ]}

(13)

4) Symbol Decision: The proposed symbol decision adopts
the sequential steps of deinterleaving, normalization, and de-
coding. With the pre-ordered permutation seed of interleaver,
the deinterleaver first rearranges the demodulation result. The
symbol decider first normalizes the demodulation results into a
range between 0 and 1 with a criterion of min-max. The min-
max applies the sigmoid function to magnify the influence of
the ambiguous bits and restrain the influence of the extreme
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Fig. 5. Three steps of the FrFT denoising method.

Fig. 6. Block diagram of the Signal Synchronization Algorithm.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS IN THE DEMODULATION FUNCTION

Parameters Description
DM [pi] Demodulation function.
E{x[0 : n]} Energy function:E{x[0 : n]} =

∑n
k=0 ||x[k]||2.

H[n] θ[n]’s high-frequency component: H[n] = (θ ∗ hH)[n].
fh Cut-off frequency of the high-pass filter.
L[n] θ[n]’s low-frequency component: L[n] = (θ ∗ hL)[n].
fl Cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter.
B Bandwidth of the chirp waveform.
TS Symbol duration.
η Shift-right coefficient.
ϵ Signal fragment length in energy calculation.

bits, where the extreme bits are ubiquitously caused by burst
error. In binary symbol decision, the process of soft decision
assigns the physical meanings of likelihood to the bits. The
value closing to 1 means the symbol is highly likely to be
binary ‘1’, and vice versa. The symbols with soft decision
values around 0.5 are called ambiguous bits. These bits are
influenced by the ambient interference that shift themselves
from the original value and becomes ambiguous. The decoder
adopts Viterbi decoder [29], which calculates the likelihood of
all rational combinations of convolutional coding bits. Through
searching for the highest likelihood combination, the Viterbi
decoder can make the highest likely symbol decision.
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Fig. 7. Demodulation result of binary ‘010’ bit sequence.

IV. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS ANALYSIS AND
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The relative experiments are conducted in a long office
corridor. A diagram with the precise size of the corridor, which
is measured by a Bosch GLM 500 laser meter, is depicted in
Fig. 8. The corridor is basically a closed cuboid-like room. In
Fig. 8, six points on the left-hand side enumerate the locations
where a receiver is placed, while the point at the far right is
the fixed location for the transmitter. The distances from the
receivers to the transmitter are 70 m, 60 m, 50 m, 40 m, 35
m, and 25 m, respectively. The channel’s frequency response
and multipath and fading effects are measured and analyzed
first to assess the channel quality. Because the hardwares
of COTS devices are various, experimental results also vary
from the models of smartphones. In this paper, the test on
two smartphone samples are evaluated and their performance
is evaluated.

Fig. 8. Diagram of the corridor for testing.

A. Frequency Response Analysis
Due to the fluid motion, unbalanced distribution of heat,

humidity, and particles in the air, channel in the uneven air
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medium is typically frequency selectively. CSS is a kind of
frequency modulation, where the transmission of the CSS
signal is sensitive to the frequency response of the channel.
Channel frequency response analysis is important to evaluate
the potential effect on AAC. In the experiments, a JBL Flip
5 Bluetooth speaker and two smartphones, Honor V30, and
Honor 30Lite, are used as transmitters and receivers, respec-
tively. The JBL Flip 5 is directly connected to a laptop via
Bluetooth 4.0 with a low complexity subband coding (SBC)
codec. The JBL speaker plays white Gaussian noise for 10
seconds, and two smartphones are placed 1 m away from the
speaker to record the sounds. Through calculating the average
power spectral density (PSD) via FFT, the frequency responses
of two smartphones are displayed in Fig. 9. The unit ‘dBFS’ is
the abbreviation of Decibels relative to full scale. It describes
the relative power of the digital signal compared to the
reference signal with a magnitude of full scale. Generally, both
channels exhibit obvious frequency-selective characteristics.
The highlighted window denotes the near-ultrasonic frequency
band that is inaudible to most people. Within the selected
frequency band, the line of the frequency response changes
fast and significantly at the frequency band of around 20 kHz
for two phone models. It seems that the PSD of two channels
at a frequency over 22 kHZ drops to the bottom, which means
the weak signal gain is not suitable to be chosen. However,
two channels are relatively flat at around 19 kHz, which is
suitable as the channel band.

B. Channel Multipath and Fading Analysis

The channel multipath and fading characteristics based on
the modeling method in [30] are analyzed. The room impulse
response (RIR) and probability distribution function (PDF) of
the signal envelope magnitude are measured by experiments
and analyzed. RIR represents the channel impulse response in
AAC. In experiments, a linear frequency-swept method is used
to make the measurement of RIR [31], which is processed by
following steps. Firstly, the transmitter sends a chirp signal
s(t), where an example of s(t) can be shown as

s(t) =

{
sin(38000πt+ 2000πt2) ,−5 s < t < 5 s
0 , otherwise

(14)

Then, the receiver captures the transmitted signal and records it
as y(t), while the transmitted signal is transformed by impulse
response h(t) and with noise n(t) that is given as (15).

y(t) =

∫ ∞

−∞
s(τ)h(t− τ)dτ + n(t) (15)

Finally, a convolutional product is calculated by the received
signal y(t) with a time-reversal chirp signal s(−t), expressed
as

y(t) ∗ s(−t) = s(t) ∗ s(−t) ∗ h(t) + n(t) ∗ s(−t), (16)

where the function s(t)∗ s(−t) is the autocorrelation function
of s(t), which is an impulse shaped function. The pulse width
of the autocorrelation function is inversely proportional to the
time-bandwidth product (TBP) of the chirp signal c(t), and
the autocorrelation function of the chirp function will be an

ideal impulse function δ(t) if the TBP tends to infinity. Hence,
it is considered that the autocorrelation function of chirp with
a large enough TBP is approximately equal to the impulse
function, and (16) is equivalent to (17).

y(t)∗s(−t) ≈ δ(t)∗h(t)+n(t)∗s(−t) ≡ h(t)+n(t)∗s(−t)
(17)

In a silent test environment, the effect of ambient noise n(t) on
RIR calculation is relatively negligible. Based on the method,
the RIR measurements in line-of-sight (LOS) scenarios at 25
m, 50 m, and 70m in the corridor are depicted in Fig. 10(a),
Fig.10(b), and Fig.10(c), respectively. The effect of multipath
to wireless communication is evaluated by calculating the
mean excess delay τ̄ in (18), root mean square (RMS) delay
spread στ in (19) [32], and maximum excess delay τmax.

τ̄ =

∑
k a

2
kτk∑

k a
2
k

(18)

στ =

√
τ̄2 − (τ̄)2, (19)

and

τ̄2 =

∑
k a

2
kτ

2
k∑

k a
2
k

, (20)

where ak represents the amplitude of a single impulse with
the index of k, and the τk means the relative delay time
between kth impulse with the highest impulse. The maximum
excess delay is the time difference between the first important
impulse and the last important impulse. With the consideration
of impulses with normalized magnitude higher than 0.2, the
experimental results are displayed in TABLE II. The first
arrival impulse is generated by the energy of the acoustic
waves propagating along the nearest path, which occupies
the dominant percentage of components in three scenarios.
Particularly, the most dominant energy component at 25m
is generated by the superposition of multipath reverberation
other than from the path of first arrival, where the first arrival
impulse occupies the second highest energy component; both
cases of 50 m and 70 m exhibit the highest impulse at the first
arrival component. In addition, the maximum excess delay is
inversely proportional to the distance. A rational explanation of
this phenomenon is owing to the high atmospheric attenuation
of the acoustic wave. Referring to the research on atmo-
spheric attenuation in [33], the atmospheric attenuation level
of the tested frequency reaches around 1 dB/m. Therefore,
the phenomenon can be explained with consideration of the
high atmospheric attenuation: in the case of 25 m, the space
of the testing environment is relatively small-scaled, and the
distances of the multiple-reflection wave propagation path
are relatively shorter compared to those in the other two
cases. Since the descent in the distance reduces the energy
loss caused by the atmospheric attenuation, the probability
of capturing the acoustic wave from multiple reflections is
increased, which explains the number of reverberations is the
largest among the three in the case of 25 m.

Beta distribution, Nakagami distribution, Rayleigh distri-
bution, Rician distribution, and Weibull distribution are con-
sidered to analyze the fading channel model in the corridor.
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [34] is used as a loss
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Fig. 9. Frequency response between two smartphones and the JBL Flip 5 Bluetooth Speaker at 1 m.
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(a) Corridor 25m RIR.
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(c) Corridor 70m RIR.
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Fig. 10. Experimental results of room impulse response analysis and fading channel modeling.

TABLE II
SPREAD DELAY PARAMETERS

Distance τ̄ στ τmax Reverberations
25 m 5.4 ms 15.5 ms 94.3 ms 37
50 m 7.9 ms 16.9 ms 76.9 ms 32
70 m 6.2 ms 9.2 ms 49.9 ms 17

function in distribution fitting. KL divergence is a relative
entropy that measures the similarity between two probability
distribution functions (PDFs). The expression of KL diver-
gence is expressed as

DKL(P ∥ Q) =
∑
x∈X

P (x) log

(
P (x)

Q(x)

)
(21)

where P and Q are two PDFs with variable x that are
normalized in the same probability space. Typically, the value
of KL divergence is closer to zero when two PDFs are more
similar. The fitting results are depicted in Fig. 10(d), Fig.10(e)
and Fig.10(f) with KL divergences displayed in TABLE
III. Among these distributions, Beta distribution exhibits the

highest similarity with the PDF of received signal envelope
magnitude.

TABLE III
KL DIVERGENCE FOR DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION FIT

Distribution Beta Nakagami Rayleigh Rician Weibull
Corridor at 25m 0.02 0.12 0.29 0.29 0.05
Corridor at 50m 0.07 0.25 0.53 0.53 0.11
Corridor at 70m 0.14 0.37 0.91 0.91 0.17

C. BER Performance

The performance of the proposed communication method is
simulated on an additive Gaussian noise (AWGN) plus Beta
distribution fitted fading model. Fig. 11 displays the simulation
results of the BER versus Eb/N0 on different symbol decision
strategies, where the symbols Eb/N0 is defined by energy per
bit over noise energy. Three strategies are compared, including
hard decision decoder with uncoded modulation, hard decision
Viterbi decoder with convolutional coding, and soft decision
Viterbi decoder with convolutional coding. The strategy of a
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hard decision decoder with uncoded modulation exhibits the
baseline of the communication capacity. With the assistance
of error correction by applying the convolutional code and
Viterbi decoder, both hard-decision and soft-decision strategies
achieve prominent coding gains, where the hard-decision strat-
egy achieves 3 dB coding gain when BER is approximately
10−3, meanwhile, soft-decision strategy performs better with
1.5 dB coding gain exceeding that of hard-decision strategy.
In addition, it is also observed that interleaving has little effect
on this simulated channel.
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Fig. 11. The simulation of BER versus SNR using the proposed method in
the AWGN plus Beta-distribution randomly generated fading channel.

D. Transmission Power Analysis

The output power of the used speaker is analyzed by using
ACOEM’s 01dB vibration analyzer. In experiments, the signal
modulated by the proposed method is played in the corridor,
and the vibration analyzer is placed at 1 m, 5 m, 10 m,
30 m, and 50 m far away from the speaker. The selected
experimental data is displayed in TABLE IV. Because the
modulated frequency is close to 20 kHz, the sound pressure
level at 20 kHz is considered to represent the major power of
the modulated signal.

TABLE IV
MEASURED SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL IN THE CORRIDOR

Frequency
Range 1 m 5 m 10 m 30 m 50 m

Sound Pressure Level (unit: dBSPLair)
10 Hz 41.9 44 36.6 49.5 39.6
100 Hz 36.8 36.7 43.5 42.5 40.7
1000 Hz 32.3 31.8 32.9 34.8 42.4
10000 Hz 15.5 11.3 24.7 15.5 21.9
16000 Hz 64.8 47 43.8 36.4 22.9
20000 Hz 82.6 66 61.9 52.6 38.5

E. Burst Noise Experiment

The burst noise experiment is implemented to analyze
the resistance of the proposed method to unexpected sudden
impulse noise in real life. In the experiment, A random bit
sequence is generated on Matlab R2020b in advance, which is
used as the test data. The test data is further modulated into a
playable audio signal using the proposed algorithm, where the
audio is played by the JBL speaker. In addition, an interference

signal with the same duration as the audio is generated, which
is composed of a series of discretely distributed impulse noise
signals. The impulse signal is generated by the pulse-shaped
white Gaussian noise with a pulse width within the range
between 2.5 and 200 milliseconds. Each impulse noise signal
is randomly distributed in the time domain based on normal
distribution, and the quantity of impulse noise is defined as
the percentage of the sum of total pulse width length over
the test data signal duration. In the experiment, four levels of
impulse noise quantity are tested, including 1%, 10%, 20%,
and 50%. The impulse noise is played by an additional speaker
synchronously with playing the test data, where the energy
level of impulse noise is guaranteed to be higher than the data
signal by placing the additional speaker closer to the receiver
smartphone and setting a higher volume. The audio is recorded
and saved on the phone Honor 30Lite, and the audio file is sent
to the computer. The proposed algorithm of the receiver is con-
ducted on Matlab R2020b and the results are evaluated. The
experimental results for three different impulse noise quantities
are listed in Fig. 12. From the results, the mere adoption of
soft-decision plus convolutional code strategy performs the
worst because the soft-decision decoder of convolutional code
is a causal system. Impulse noise affects the soft-decision
weight calculation of a segment of bits, and this segment
of affected bits will further affect subsequent bit decisions.
The usage of interleaver rearranges the noise-affected bits
globally, diluting the density of affected bit segments, thereby
improving the error correction capacity of convolutional code.
Additionally, it is observed that the convolutional code plus
interleaving strategy exhibits a lower BER rate when the ratio
of burst noise is under 10%. Generally, the scenario that the
burst noise ratio is over 10% is rare in most indoor channels,
and the decision strategy definitely enhances the resistance to
burst noise in most scenarios.
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Fig. 12. BER performance of three different decision strategies in the
extremely frequent burst-noise channel.

F. Long-range Communication Test

In the long-range communication test in the testing en-
vironment mentioned in Fig. 8, the evaluation of bit error
rate in different conditions of transmission distance and data
rate is focused. The transmission success rate, defined by one
minus bit error rate, is evaluated at different distances, and the
results are also compared when using different transmission
bit rates at the same distance. The preparation of test data is
implemented on Matlab R2020b, multiple sets of randomly
generated data bits are generated and further modulated into
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the playable audio files according to the proposed modulation
algorithm. In the experiment, the set of test data is randomly
selected to play, and the sound is recorded by smartphones and
labeled. After several rounds of experiments, the sound signal
is zipped and uploaded to the computer, and demodulation
and evaluation are performed on Matlab R2020b. Relevant
parameters are presented in TABLE V. The experimental
results of transmission success rate are listed in Table VI.
Condition “hard decision no convolutional code” refers to the
direct hard-decision demodulation of the received signal with-
out considering the convolutional code and interleaving. Its
transmission success rate is evaluated with the post-interleaved
signal, which reflects the baseline of the communication
capacity. It is observed that the proposed method achieves the
zero-error rate using a bit rate of 10 bps overall testing ranges.

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS IN THE LONG-RANGE

COMMUNICATION TEST

Symbol Description Value
Rx the models of the receivers Huawei Honor 30Lite,

Huawei Honor V30
Tx the model of the transmitter JBL Flip 5
V volume of the speaker 75%
d distance between the Tx and Rx 25 m, 35 m, 40 m,

50 m, 60 m, 70 m
B bandwidth of the signal 1 kHz (18.5∼19.5 kHz)
Fs sampling frequency 48 kHz
c chirp rate of the chirp signal 40 kHz/s
r bit rate 10 bits/s, 20 bits/s
TS symbol duration 25 ms
TG guard interval duration 75 ms, 25 ms
Coder Decoding strategy hard decision

soft decision+Viterbi

TABLE VI
DATA TRANSMISSION SUCCESS RATE AT DIFFERENT

DISTANCES ON TWO SMARTPHONES

Huawei Honor 30Lite
hard decision

no convolutional code
soft decision +
Viterbi decoderRange

10 bits/s 20 bits/s 10 bits/s 20 bits/s
25 m 0.9999 0.9954 1.0000 1.0000
35 m 0.9999 0.9939 1.0000 1.0000
40 m 0.9974 0.9839 1.0000 0.9867
50 m 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
60 m 0.9998 0.9995 1.0000 1.0000
70 m 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

Huawei Honor V30
hard decision
no convolution code

soft decision +
Viterbi decoderRange

10 bits/s 20 bits/s 10 bits/s 20 bits/s
25 m 0.9965 0.9794 1.0000 0.9998
35 m 0.9940 0.9389 1.0000 0.9618
40 m 0.9896 0.9505 1.0000 0.9779
50 m 0.9999 0.9979 1.0000 1.0000
60 m 0.9930 0.9835 1.0000 1.0000
70 m 0.9972 0.9965 1.0000 1.0000

G. Evaluations on Transmission Range Upper Bound

Through calculating the mean power of the received signal
measured in Section. IV-F, a plot of communication distance

versus SNR is depicted in Fig. 13. The SNR in Fig. 13 is
a rough reference and is calculated in the unit of ‘dBFS’:
the power of the signal is obtained by calculating the average
power of the signal frequency band on the spectrogram, and
the power of noise is obtained by calculating the average
power of the non-signal frequency band but within the ultra-
sonic frequency band on the spectrogram. Based on the plot,
a curve is fitted at a further distance from 70 m to 120 m.
According to the simulation results that are depicted in Fig.
11, an SNR threshold of 10−5 BER is set. From the cross
point, the estimated upper bound of error-free (BER less than
10−5) communication range using the proposed method is
approximately 85m.
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Fig. 13. Evaluate maximum communication range based on the estimated
SNR versus distance curve. The average SNR is calculated by the envelope
of the signal spectrogram.

H. Communication Test in Non-Line of Sight Scenarios

In a crowed environment, communications under the condi-
tion of NLOS frequently occur that has negative impact on the
quality of communications. Therefore, this section evaluates
the performance of the proposed AAC scheme in a severe
NLOS and noisy environment. The experiments were taken
place on the same floor as the one mentioned in Section
IV-F, and the details of the placement are illustrated in Fig.
14. In Fig. 14, point A denotes the position of the tested
smartphones which functions as the receivers; the cross point
B is a place where a Bosch GLM 500 laser meter is placed to
function as a flag to determine the position of points A and C
based on the measured distance of AB and BC; three points
of C denote the positions where three JBL Flip 5 Bluetooth
speaker were placed. The laboratory where smartphones were
placed is connected to the corridor only through a double
door, surrounded by cement walls and a large floor-to-ceiling
window facing outside. Therefore, the channel path from
points Cs to A are all NLOS. In the experiment, two cases of
NLOS scenarios were tested: cases I and II represent the case
of an absolute NLOS situation, and case III represents the case
of a loose NLOS situation. The absolute NLOS defines the
situation in that the transmitter has NLOS to the space where
the receiver is located. In cases I and II, the speaker was placed
next to the wall close to the laboratory, and thus the speaker
has no incident angle to the laboratory. In contrast, the loose
NLOS represents the situation in that the transmitter has LOS
to the space where the receiver is located, but the transmitter
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is of NLOS to the receiver. The distances and experimental
parameters are recorded in TABLE VII.

Fig. 14. Diagram of the environment for NLOS communication testing.

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RELEVANT PARAMETERS

Symbol Description Value
dAB distance between point A and B 5 m
dBC

case I
case II
case III

distance between point B and C 10 m
20 m
20 m

Rx the models of the receivers Huawei Honor 30Lite,
Huawei Honor V30

Tx the model of the transmitter JBL Flip 5
B bandwidth of the signal 1 kHz (18.5∼19.5 kHz)
c chirp rate of the chirp signal 40 kHz/s
r bit rate 20 bits/s
TS symbol duration 25 ms
TG guard interval duration 25 ms
V Speaker Volume 75%
Coder Decoding strategy hard decision

soft decision+Viterbi

In the laboratory, five under-running servers were placed
inside the room that made annoying noises during the experi-
ment. A spectrum example of the recorded signal is depicted
in Fig. 15. The dashed line-highlighted region is the pattern
of the signal spectrum. It is noticed that part of the low-
frequency band of the modulated signal overlaps with the noisy
band when the receiver is inside the noisy environment. In
addition, burst noise generated by human activity and hard
disks in servers frequently occurs during the test. The room
impulse response in cases II and III was analyzed. As depicted
in Fig. 16, Fig. 16(a) and Fig. 16(b) show the RIR of the
absolute NLOS condition and the loose NLOS condition,
respectively. The experimental results of spread delay are
recorded in TABLE VIII. Compared with the results of LOS
conditions where the spread delays are recorded in TABLE II,
the most significant difference is the increase in the number
of reverberations. The distribution of the impulses in Fig. 16
is more dispersed than that in Fig. 10, which means that
multipath fading is more severe in NLOS. Meanwhile, the
RMS delay spread is relatively larger and the span of the
impulses is wider. Because the position of the speaker locates
closely in two cases, the global trend of two RIRs depicted in
Fig. 16 are similar, and the values of maximum excess delay in
the two conditions are approximately the same. The significant
difference of the RIRs exhibits in the impulses whose time
axis is located before 0 ms. In case II, multiple impulses with
overwhelming energy are distributed around 0 ms, but only
few impulses with inappreciable energy are distributed near
the impulse of the first arrival. Additionally, the boundary of

the first arrival is vague in Fig. 16(a). In terms of the loose
NLOS condition in case III, it is noticed that the impulses
with the second and third highest energy are distributed near
the impulse of the first arrival. The distinction arises from the
LOS path from the speaker to the laboratory, where the LOS
path derives subpaths to the receiver with short path distance
and weak power attenuation.

The experimental results of the data transmission test on two
smartphones are recorded in TABLE IX. Generally, the trans-
mission success rate in NLOS condition reduces significantly
compared with that in LOS condition shown in TABLE VI,
especially in the condition of absolute NLOS. In addition, the
task of data transmission performs better in the loose NLOS
condition even if the distance of points B and C is shorter in
the absolute NLOS condition. It is also noticed that the highest
transmission success rate reaches 0.999, which is an acceptable
rate for long-range data transmission in target scenarios.
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Fig. 15. An example of the recorded signal and noise samples in the laboratory
.

TABLE VIII
SPREAD DELAY PARAMETERS

Situation τ̄ στ τmax Reverberations
Case II 11.2971 ms 19.4161 ms 90.5 ms 63
Case III 16.0669 ms 16.3336 ms 90.6 ms 50

TABLE IX
DATA TRANSMISSION SUCCESS RATE IN DIFFERENT NLOS

CONDITIONS

Situation
hard decision
no convolutional code

soft decision +
Viterbi decoder

30Lite V30 30Lite V30
Case I 0.9707 0.9342 0.9978 0.9772
Case II 0.8889 0.8016 0.9038 0.6983
Case III 0.9834 0.9347 0.9990 0.9832

I. BER Comparison with Others Work

A comparative experiment was conducted with the tradi-
tional BOK method [8] and the upgraded method attached
to a Rake receiver [35] on evaluating the BER of data
stream transmission. The experiment was conducted in the
described corridor. TABLE X displays the detailed comparison
of parameters. Fig. 17(a) displays the comparison of BER
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TABLE X
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter Proposed work Method I [8]: BOK Method II: BOK + Rake receiver
Value Samples (@48 kHz) Value Samples (@48 kHz) Value Samples (@48 kHz)

Frequency band 18.5∼19.5 kHz - 18.5∼19.5 kHz - 18.5∼19.5 kHz -
Symbol duration 25 ms 1,200 20 ms 960 20 ms 960
Guard interval 25 ms 1,200 40 ms 1,920 40 ms 1,920

Preamble 25 ms 1,200 100 ms 4,800 100 ms 4,800
Bit rate 20 bps - 16.7 bps - 16.7 bps -

Modulation method Chirp Rate Modulation Binary Orthonogal Keying Binary Orthonogal Keying
Demodulation FrFT denoising + chirp rate estimation Correlator method Correlator + Rake receiver

Decision Decoder Hard decision decoder, without error-correction code
Speaker volume Same volume on JBL flip 5 bluetooth speaker
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(a) Room impulse response in Case II.
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(b) Room impulse response in Case III.

Fig. 16. Experimental results of room impulse response analysis in two NLOS
conditions.

versus communication range, and Fig. 17(b) shows the relative
power density based on the calculation of FFT. It is obvious
that the proposed work achieves lower BER for long-range
AAC in indoor environments where the received energy is
approximately the same.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the channel for AAC in the corridor is
analyzed and a long-distance indoor acoustic communica-
tion scheme associated with the denoising and demodulation
method is proposed. The receiver adds the fractional Fourier
transform denoising part and applies the chirp rate estimation
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Fig. 17. Comparison between the proposed method and the BOK method.

method to demodulate the signal based on the adoption of
chirp spread spectrum modulation. In symbol decision, the
system provides the hard decision strategy and soft-decision-
based convolutional decoder strategy to handle the channel
state and balance the data rate. The strategy of soft-decision
plus convolutional code is associated with interleaver in order
to enhance the resistance to burst noise. Finally, the proposed
architecture achieves an error-free communication range of 70
m.
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